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Introduction
On August 4–6, 2003, SPIE hosted a conference on UV Ground- and Space-based Measurements, Models, and Effects III in San Diego that attracted 44 papers. We asked the authors of 12 of those papers to revise and enlarge their papers from Proceedings of SPIE Volume 5156 to be included in this special section of the journal Optical Engineering.

What Modulates UV Transmission
The first two papers are comprehensive surveys. The paper by Kerr provides a summary of the factors affecting UV irradiance at the Earth’s surface and includes a comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of various UV instrumentation. Stamnes brings us to the state of the art in atmospheric correction in the presence of aerosols for retrievals of the earth and ocean properties from space. One of the big unknowns is aerosol absorption or single scattering albedo (SSA). Two papers by Krotkov et al. derive SSA from combined measurements of UV shadow-band radiometer, direct-Sun photometers, and radiative transfer calculations. Wetzel and Slusser elucidate a new technique to infer surface UV from satellite measurements distinguishing between cloud and snow, and validate their model with surface measurements.

Instrumentation
Kaifel et al. describe a new highly sensitive 5-channel UV filter radiometer capable of producing the entire spectrum via the neural network method. In a companion paper Feister et al. provide an intercomparison of this device with a standard spectrometer. A 5-year record of erythemal UV doses measured at two locations by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Brewer and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) UV-B broadband meters are compared in the first paper by Kimlin et al. In a second paper, Kimlin et al. investigate techniques for monitoring and maintaining the performance of the Brewer spectrophotometer.

Algorithms
Dahlback et al. refine their ozone and dose retrievals from a filter radiometer. Bernhard et al. monitor column ozone in real time with a 5-channel filter radiometer. Englesson and Kylling describe a fast 2-stream model that simulates the changing UV irradiance that can be used as a diagnostic to determine the quality of measured spectra.

Conclusion
These papers represent some of the most recent advances in UV research. New instrumentation and calibration techniques, careful analysis of long-term data, and comparison between data and models are resulting in better understanding of the distribution of UV reaching the Earth. The editors wish to thank the reviewers for the generous gift of their time and experience, and the authors for their original ideas. Thanks go out to the entire staff of SPIE, especially Jonica Todd and Karolyn Labes for their encouragement and outstanding logistical support.
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